
JMMUN 2022

How to Register
JMMUN 2022 uses MUN Manager to organize and facilitate applications and other official documents.

Due to privacy and security reasons, delegates must first register through their school’s advisors on MUN

Manager in order to participate.

If you are an unsupervised student delegate, please contact us via email ( jmmunadmin@senzoku.ac.jp).

The following procedures should be followed by teachers. (One per school delegation)

0. Please go to MUN Manager and click “Register” at the top right of your screen.
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https://modelun.co/
https://modelun.co/


Click ”New School, University, or Organization” to your left.　

1. Register your school/institution on MUN

Manager
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https://modelun.co/mun/register/institution


You can also increase the number of advisors:

(Available after signing up to MUN Manager)

2. Log in to your account

Your dashboard should look like this:
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3. Scroll down to find “Attend Conference” on the left sidebar

It should look like this:
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4. Click “Register” (Please make sure you are looking at “Japan Metropolitan Model United

Nations (JMMUN) '' before pressing the button!)
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5. Fill out the registration form

6. Register your students’ names

If it is a double delegation, it is not necessary to register both students. Please choose

one representative per team.
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Go to “Your Delegates”

Choose “Add Delegate”
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Insert delegate information and click “Submit”

After registering your students, your screen should look like this:
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7. Request delegations

Go to the main page for JMMUN 2022

Go to “Delegates and Delegations”
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Choose “Countries” for “Request Type.” This is where you can let us know if you have

country preferences. If not, please choose option 1 (No Preference.)

Please put checks in boxes where you would like to request your delegates.

For example, if you have students participating in Advanced I and Beginner I, your

checkboxes should look like this:
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8. The JMMUN staff will allocate spots for your students. Please assign your students to

delegations. Furthermore, please be reminded that we will be assigning countries based

on the registration information you submitted at first. If you would like to change the

number of participants, you can do that via “Manage Application” on the JMMUN page of

MUN Manager.

Once you receive country allocations, your “Delegates and Delegations” page will look

like this:
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Click “Assign Delegates”
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Assign your student and choose whether this is a single or a double delegation
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When your student has been assigned a country, your page will look like this. Please

repeat the process for the rest of your students.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at:

jmmunadmin@senzoku.ac.jp
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